Step 1 of 5:

1a

To access the election, go to the page

https://wahl.uni-hannover.de

Press the button "Login with WebSSO".

1b

Then log in as usual via the WebSSO Login Service with your access data (LUH-ID and WebSSO password) and log in on your election notification page, on which your personal entry in the electoral register is located.

1c

By pressing the button you will be taken to the election system.
Step 2 of 5:

Once you have logged in, you will be directed to your voting form.

Please click on "Continue to vote".

Step 3 of 5:

Now the electronic ballot is displayed and you have the possibility to vote. Please place a cross in front of the respective candidate.

Please note the information on the number of permissible crosses above the designation of the corresponding committees.

You also have the option of making an invalid choice.

All the ballot papers intended for you are displayed one below the other.

With "Check voting" you will get to the next window.
Step 4 of 5:

Your voice selection will be displayed again here.

For sample purposes only a part of the ballot is shown here. The possible vote was cast (see left)

If you have cast no or too many votes, this will be displayed.

You have the possibility to correct the voting again. Even if you do not do this, you can cast your final vote by clicking "Binding vote".

Step 5 of 5:

You will receive the feedback that your vote has been successfully counted. You can close the browser window now.